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SUMMARY

The in vitro derivation and propagation of spermato-
gonial stem cells (SSCs) from pluripotent stem cells
(PSCs) is a key goal in reproductive science. We
show here that when aggregated with embryonic
testicular somatic cells (reconstituted testes), pri-
mordial germ cell-like cells (PGCLCs) induced from
mouse embryonic stem cells differentiate into sper-
matogonia-like cells in vitro and are expandable as
cells that resemble germline stem cells (GSCs), a
primary cell line with SSC activity. Remarkably,
GSC-like cells (GSCLCs), but not PGCLCs, colonize
adult testes and, albeit less effectively than GSCs,
contribute to spermatogenesis and fertile offspring.
Whole-genome analyses reveal that GSCLCs exhibit
aberrant methylation at vulnerable regulatory ele-
ments, including those critical for spermatogenesis,
which may restrain their spermatogenic potential.
Our study establishes a strategy for the in vitro deri-
vation of SSC activity fromPSCs, which, we propose,
relies on faithful epigenomic regulation.

INTRODUCTION

Germ cells are a source of totipotency, underlying reproduction,

inheritance, and evolution of a given species. In mice, the germ

cell lineage is induced in the epiblast in response to signaling

molecules at around embryonic day (E) 6.0 and is established

in the extra-embryonic mesoderm as primordial germ cells

(PGCs) by around E7.0 (Ginsburg et al., 1990; Lawson et al.,

1999; Saitou et al., 2002). PGCs then initiate migration through

the hindgut endoderm and colonize embryonic testes or ovaries

at around E10.5, where they continue to proliferate until around

E13.5 (Tam and Snow, 1981). A key event that takes place in

PGCs is epigenomic reprogramming involving genome-wide

DNA demethylation, which leads to erasure of parental imprints

and X reactivation in females (Lee et al., 2014; Saitou et al.,

2012).

In embryonic testes, PGCs enter mitotic arrest around E13.5

and differentiate into pro-spermatogonia in the luminal compart-

ment of incipient seminiferous tubules (Hilscher et al., 1974)

acquiring an androgenetic epigenome, including paternal im-

prints, by postnatal day (P) 5 (Kobayashi et al., 2013; Kubo

et al., 2015; Seisenberger et al., 2012). Thereafter, pro-sper-

matogonia migrate into the basal compartment of the seminifer-

ous tubules to differentiate as spermatogonia, which undergo

first-wave spermatogenesis (Bellvé et al., 1977) or are recruited

as spermatogonial stem cells (SSCs) that sustain spermatogen-

esis throughout the adult period (Kanatsu-Shinohara and Shino-

hara, 2013; Yang and Oatley, 2014). In contrast, in embryonic

ovaries, from around E13.5, PGCs enter directly into the first

prophase of the meiosis to differentiate into primary oocytes

(Hilscher et al., 1974), which serve as a foundation for oogenesis

(McGee and Hsueh, 2000).

Reconstitution of germ cell development in vitro will offer op-

portunities for understanding the mechanism of germ cell devel-

opment both under normal and diseased conditions (Saitou

and Miyauchi, 2016). It has been demonstrated that mouse

pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) are induced into epiblast-like cells

(EpiLCs), which are, in turn, induced into primordial germ cell-like

cells (PGCLCs) with the capacity for both spermatogenesis and

oogenesis: male PGCLCs contribute to spermatogenesis when

transplanted into testes of neonatal mice lacking endogenous
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spermatogenesis (W/Wv mice) (Hayashi et al., 2011), whereas

female PGCLCs, when aggregated with somatic cells of female

embryonic gonads and either transplanted under the ovarian

bursa (Hayashi et al., 2012) or cultured appropriately (Hikabe

et al., 2016), mature into fully grown oocytes. These spermato-

zoa and oocytes contribute to fertile offspring. A number of key

issues associated with germ cell biology have been resolved

based on this system (Saitou and Miyauchi, 2016). Moreover,

human (h) PGCLCs have been induced from hPSCs (Irie et al.,

2015; Sasaki et al., 2015), creating an opportunity for under-

standing the mechanism of human germ cell development

in vitro.

A key next step for male germ cell development in vitro would

be to induce PGCLCs into spermatogonia or SSC-like cells, the

immediate precursors of spermatogenesis. Here, we set out

to achieve such induction by exploiting ‘‘reconstituted testes’’

(Ohinata et al., 2009) in vitro.

RESULTS

PGCLCs Undergo Male Differentiation in Reconstituted
Testes
Close interactions between germ cells and testicular somatic

cells—particularly Sertoli cells—are essential for male germ

cell differentiation (Svingen and Koopman, 2013). We sought

to develop a culture system using reconstituted testes to

explore whether PGCLCs undergo spermatogenic differentia-

tion in vitro (Figure 1A). We induced embryonic stem cells

(ESCs) bearing Acro/Act-EGFP (AAG) transgenes (129/SvJcl 3

C57BL/6 background) (Ohta et al., 2000) into PGCLCs, isolated

them at day (d) 4 or d6 PGCLCs based on high levels of

SSEA1 and INTEGRINb3 using fluorescence-activated cell

sorting (FACS), and generated aggregates of PGCLCs with em-

bryonic testicular cells at embryonic day (E) 12.5 depleted of

PGCs by magnetic cell sorting (MACS) (Figure 1A). After

culturing for 2 days under floating conditions, we placed the re-

constituted testes on a permeable membrane for a gas-liquid

interphase culture (Steinberger et al., 1964) either at 34�C
(condition 1) or at 37�C for 2 weeks followed by 34�C for the re-

maining period (condition 2) (Figure 1A). Since d6 PGCLCs did

not integrate well with reconstituted testes for unknown reasons

(data not shown), we used d4 PGCLCs as starting materials.

Since we obtained similar results under both conditions 1

and 2, we present representative results from either condition.

At d0 of the gas-liquid interphase culture, the reconstituted

testes exhibited a flat and round shape with no obvious sub-

structures (Figures 1B and S1A). AAG-positive (+) cells showed

a random distribution throughout reconstituted testes with the

formation of several clumps (Figures 1B and S1A). From around

d4, seminiferous tubule-like structures began to be evident, and

at d7, they exhibited extensive development and assembled an

anastomosed network (Figures 1B and S1A). By d7, AAG (+)

cells, including clumps, outside the seminiferous tubule-like

structures disappeared, and the vast majority of the AAG (+) cells

were inside the seminiferous tubule-like network (Figures 1B and

S1A). Thereafter, the reconstituted testes were maintained sta-

bly with further development of the seminiferous tubule-like

network, and the AAG (+) cells within the network appearing to

increase in number (Figures 1B and S1A).

Immunofluorescence (IF) analysis of the reconstituted testes

at d14 and d21 revealed robust seminiferous tubule-like struc-

tures delineated by cells positive for GATA4 and SOX9, key tran-

scription factors for Sertoli cells (Vidal et al., 2001; Viger et al.,

1998), which were underlain by a layer of squamous cells,

most likely myoid cells (Figures 1C and S1B). The AAG (+) cells

with characteristic nuclear architecture were present almost

exclusively within the luminal compartment of seminiferous tu-

bules at d14 and many of them were found in the basal compart-

ment at d21 (Figures 1C and S1B). At d14, many of the AAG (+)

cells became (+) for DDX4, a germ cell marker that begins

expression in gonadal PGCs (Fujiwara et al., 1994), but were

negative for PLZF (ZBTB16), an SSC marker that initiates

expression perinatally in pro-spermatogonia (Buaas et al.,

2004; Costoya et al., 2004) (Figures 1C and S1B). At d21,

some of the AAG (+) cells became both DDX4 and PLZF (+) (Fig-

ures 1C and S1B). We examined sections throughout a reconsti-

tuted testis at d21 under each condition: a majority of AAG (+)

cells becameDDX4 (+) (�92% for condition 1 and�75% for con-

dition 2) and a fraction of DDX4 (+) cells becamePLZF (+) (�6.3%

for condition 1 and �18% for condition 2) (Figure 1D). Interest-

ingly, we noted that endogenous PGCs that remained to be

depleted byMACS (AAG (�)/DDX4 (+)) acquired PLZF at a higher

frequency than d4 PGCLCs (�56% for condition 1 and�54% for

condition 2) (Figures 1D and S1C).

We performed longer cultures of reconstituted testes (until

d54): although a few AAG (+) cells or endogenous germ cells

were positive for SCP3, a key marker for the onset of meiosis

(Figures 1E and S1D) (Yuan et al., 2000), we did not find cells

that completed meiosis under our conditions. Collectively, these

data indicate that the reconstituted testes in vitro recapitulate

testis development, and, within the reconstituted testes,

PGCLCs undergo differentiation to form spermatogonia-like

cells. The kinetics of differentiation of PGCLCs into such cell

types was protracted compared to that of PGCs in vivo.

Figure 1. Development of Reconstituted Testes In Vitro

(A) Scheme for the generation and culture of reconstituted testes under two conditions.

(B) Representative images of the development of reconstituted testes over 3 weeks (condition 2). Bright-field images (BF), AAG fluorescence, and their merges

are shown. Bar, 200 mm.

(C) GATA4 and SOX9 (left) or DDX4 and PLZF (right) expression in reconstituted testes at d14 and d21 (condition 2) or in testes at E13.5 and P3. Bars, 50 mm.

PGCLC-derived cells and endogenous germ cells are identified by GFP and DDX4, respectively (second rows). DAPI staining and merges are also shown.

(D) Rates of differentiation of d4 PGCLCs or E12.5 PGCs into DDX4 (+)/PLZF (�) and DDX4 (+)/PLZF (+) cells in reconstituted testes.

(E) Prolonged cultures of reconstituted testes (condition 1). (left) Morphology of a reconstituted testis cultured for 28 days. Bar, 200 mm. (right) DDX4 (ii), SCP3 (iii),

and GFP (iv) expression of a section of a reconstituted testis cultured for 30 days. (i) DAPI. Bar, 10 mm.

See also Figure S1.
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Propagation In Vitro of a Spermatogonia-like State from
PGCLCs
Perinatal pro-spermatogonia, spermatogonia, or SSCs, but not

PGCs, can be propagated in vitro as a primary cell line with the

capacity for self-renewal and spermatogenesis, referred to as

germline stem cells (GSCs) (Kanatsu-Shinohara et al., 2003; Ku-

bota et al., 2004). Neonatal testes are a robust source for deriva-

tion of GSCs (Kanatsu-Shinohara et al., 2003). We therefore

examined whether we can derive GSC-like cells (GSCLCs)

from d21 reconstituted testes, which bear PGCLC-derived sper-

matogonia-like cells and may resemble neonatal testes. The d21

reconstituted testes were dissociated into single cells, and the

AAG (+) cells were enriched and cultured under GSC derivation

conditions (Figure 2A). At d3 of culture, AAG (+) cells were scat-

tered on mouse embryonic feeders (MEFs) as single or pairs of

cells (a few thousand cells from a single reconstituted testis), a

few of which, at d8, formed small colonies (at most a few dozen

colonies) (Figure 2B). Thereafter, such colonies exhibited slow

proliferation and, upon several passages, were propagated as

stable cell lines bearing a grape cluster-like colony morphology

indistinguishable from that of GSCs, with normal karyotype

(nine and six lines from conditions 1 and 2, respectively), and

with high efficiency for cryopreservation/re-expansion followed

by thawing (Figures 2B and S2A). We were able to establish

such lines in a consistent fashion when the initial colony numbers

weremore than ten, and they were propagated similarly to GSCs

(129/SvJcl 3 C57BL/6) (Figure 2C) (Kanatsu-Shinohara et al.,

2003).

We compared the expression of key genes (Ddx4, Dazl,Gfra1,

Ret, Piwil2, Itga6, Kit, Plzf, Piwil4, and Id4), surface markers

(CD9, SSEA1, INTEGRINb1, INTEGRINa6, KIT, and GFRa1),

and transcription factors (PLZF and ID4) (Kanatsu-Shinohara

and Shinohara, 2013; Yang and Oatley, 2014) in reconstituted

testis-derived cell lines with those in GSCs, which revealed

that they exhibit similar gene expression to GSCs (Figures 2D–

2F). We thus refer to these cell lines as GSCLCs. To examine

whether GSCLCs can be derived from PGCLCs without the for-

mation of reconstituted testes, we cultured d4 or d6 PGCLCs

sorted by SSEA1 and INTEGRINb3 directly under the GSC-deri-

vation conditions. This, however, resulted in a rapid expansion

(within a few days) of strongly alkaline phosphatase-positive,

dome-shaped ESC-like colonies with efficiencies similar to those

of embryonic germ cell (EGC) derivation from PGCs (�5%) (Fig-

ure S2B) (Matsui et al., 1992; Resnick et al., 1992), and we were

unable to isolate/detect GSC-like colonies from such cultures.

We conclude that the differentiation of PGCLCs into the male

germ cell pathway is essential for the derivation of GSCLCs.

Spermatogenesis in Adult Testes and Fertile Offspring
from GSCLCs
Spermatogonia/SSCs can colonize adult testes (approximately

>8 weeks) for spermatogenesis (Brinster and Zimmermann,

1994), whereas PGCs colonize and undergo spermatogenesis

only in neonatal testes (�5–10 days) (Chuma et al., 2005; Ohta

et al., 2004). This would be due to the difference either of homing

capacity or of intrinsic/epigenetic capacities for spermatogen-

esis between these cell types.

To examine whether GSCLCs acquire a mature stem cell

property, we transplanted them into adult testes (8–10 weeks)

of W/Wv mice. GSCs (AAG (+); 129/SvJcl 3 C57BL/6) (GSC1)

robustly colonized adult testes and underwent spermatogenesis

(Figure 3A), whereas PGCLCs failed to show such activity in

adults (Figure 3A), although they did so in neonates (Hayashi

et al., 2011). Remarkably, unlike PGCLCs, all the GSCLC lines

colonized the adult testes (Figures 3A, S3A, and S3B). However,

somewhat unexpectedly, a few of them (GSCLC1, 2, 3: 3/15) un-

derwent spermatogenesis in a fraction of colonized tubules (Fig-

ures 3A, S3A, and S3B). Histological analyses confirmed that

proper spermatogenesis occurred in the tubules fully occupied

by GSCLC-derived AAG (+) cells (Figure 3B), whereas only sper-

matogonia or cells at the first meiotic prophase were present

in the tubules bearing aligned chains of AAG (+) cells only around

the basal compartment (Figure 3B). No GSCLC lines formed

teratomas in transplanted testes, at least until 16 weeks after

transplantation.

IF analyses revealed that GFRa1 (+) spermatogonia/SSC-like

cells were present at a similar ratio in tubules colonized by

GSCs (�33.9%) and GSCLCs (GSCLC1: �36.6%; 4: �32.4%)

(Figure 3C). In contrast, while nearly all the tubules colonized

by GSCs exhibited SCP3 (+) meiocytes (�99.3%), less than

half of the tubules colonized by GSCLCs (GSCLC1: �44.4%;

4: �39.1%) showed such cells (Figure 3C). Thus, GSCLCs colo-

nize adult seminiferous tubules and exhibit characteristics of

spermatogonia/SSCs: however, they have a tendency to halt

spermatogenesis at around the entry into or early stages of the

first meiotic prophase.

We examined the function of GSCLC-derived spermatozoa or

spermatids. We were able to isolate such cells (GSCLC1: sper-

matozoa; 3: round spermatids) consistently from seminiferous

tubules with successful spermatogenesis (Figure 3D) and

Figure 2. Derivation of Germline Stem Cell-like Cells from Reconstituted Testes

(A) Scheme for GSCLC derivation from reconstituted testes.

(B) (top) Representative images for colonies of AAG (+) cells during the derivation of GSCLCs. BF images, AAG fluorescence, and their merges are shown.

(bottom) Images for a GSCLC line (GSCLC1) at passage 9. Bars, 100 mm.

(C) Growth of GSCLCs (GSCLC1, 2) and GSCs (GSC1). 2 3 105 GSCLCs/GSCs were plated, and their proliferation was evaluated every 6 or 7 days.

(D) Expression levels of the indicated genes asmeasured by qPCR in GSCLCs (GSCLC1, 4) and GSCs (GSC1, 2). For each gene, theDCt (the threshold-cycle [Ct]

value difference) from the average Ct values of the two housekeeping genes Arbp and Ppia (set as 0) was plotted. The red dotted lines indicate the Ct values ±1 of

the average Cts of GSCs.

(E) Expression levels (red plots) of the indicated surface markers as measured by FACS analyses in GSCLCs (GSCLC1, 4) and GSCs (GSC1). Blue plots indicate

the fluorescence intensities by isotype-matched control antibodies.

(F) GFP, ID4, and PLZF expression with DAPI and their merges in a colony of GSCLCs (GSCLC1) and GSCs (GSC1). Bar, 50 mm.

See also Figure S2.
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No. of tubules with SCP3(+) cells 418 (99.3%) 138 (44.4%) 116 (39.1%)
No. of tubules colonized by GSCs or GSCLCs 421 311 297

GSC1 GSCLC1 GSCLC4

(legend on next page)
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performed intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) or round

spermatid injection (ROSI), respectively, which resulted in the

generation of apparently normal offspring in normal ratios (Fig-

ures 3E and 3G). Such offspring bore proper imprints as exam-

ined by combined bisulfite restriction analysis (COBRA), ex-

hibited grossly normal development, and were fertile (Figures

3F and S3C–S3E). Thus, through PGCLCs and their differentia-

tion into the male pathway in reconstituted testes, PSCs can

be induced into a stable cell line with SSC capacity, an immedi-

ate precursor for spermatogenesis in adult testes.

Transcription and DNA Methylation Analysis of GSCLCs
The development of spermatogonia/SSCs from PGCs involves

genome-wide DNA demethylation followed by acquisition of an

androgenic methylome (Kobayashi et al., 2013; Kubo et al.,

2015; Seisenberger et al., 2012). The limited spermatogenic

capacity of GSCLCs derived under the present conditions

might have resulted from impaired transcription/transcriptional

potential associated with epigenetic mis-regulation during their

derivation.

Transcriptome

We compared the transcriptomes of GSCLCs (GSCLC1-4) with

those of GSCs (GSC1, 2) using RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) (Fig-

ures S4A and S4B) (Nakamura et al., 2015). Consistent with the

analyses of the expression of key markers (Figures 2D–2F), un-

supervised hierarchical clustering (UHC) and principal compo-

nent analysis (PCA) clustered GSCLCs and GSCs together in

comparison to ESCs, EpiLCs, and d4/d6 PGCLCs (Figures 4A

and 4B), demonstrating that GSCLCs acquire a transcriptome

similar to that of GSCs.

The GSCLCs and GSCs, however, were segregated upon

mutual comparison, and each GSCLC line formed a separate

cluster (Figure 4C). We identified differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) between each GSCLC line and the averages of two

GSC lines (Figures 4D, 4E, S4C, and S4D). The DEGs accounted

for �2.5% to �4.5% of the genes expressed among GSCs/

GSCLCs (Figure 4D), andGSCLC1withbetter spermatogenic ac-

tivity (Figures 3 and S3) exhibited the smallest number of DEGs,

whereas GSCLC4 with no spermatogenic activity (Figures 3

and S3) showed the largest number of DEGs (Figure 4D). Genes

downregulated in GSCLCs (407 in total) were higher in number

than those upregulated (355 in total) and DEGs in each GSCLC

line partially overlapped (Figures 4D and S4C). The genes

commonly downregulated in all four GSCLC lines (55 genes)

included a key pluripotency gene (Pou5f1) (Ohbo et al., 2003),

genes implicated in the self-renewal of SSCs (Lhx1, T) (Oatley

et al., 2006;Wuet al., 2011), and those critical formeiosis/repres-

sion of transposons through DNA methylation (Tex19.1, Tdrd9)

(Ollinger et al., 2008; Shoji et al., 2009). Both the intersection

and union of genes downregulated in GSCLCs were enriched

with gene ontology (GO) functional terms such as ‘‘anterior/pos-

terior pattern formation’’ (Hoxb2,Hoxb3,Hoxb5-9, Lhx1,T,Wnt3,

and Sfrp2, etc.) (Figures 4D and 4E; Table S1).

Global DNA Methylation Profiles

We next analyzed the genome-wide DNA methylation profiles of

GSCLCs (GSCLC1-4) in comparison to those of GSCs (GSC1, 2)

and d4 PGCLCs bywhole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS).

Although bisulfite sequencing does not discriminate between

5-methylcytosine (5mC) and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC)

(Hayatsu and Shiragami, 1979), since 5hmC consists only of a

fraction of 5mC in germ cells (Shirane et al., 2016), we collec-

tively designate 5mC and 5hmC as 5mC. We also examined

the 5mC profiles of other key cell types reported previously

(E10.5 PGCs, E13.5 PGCs, E16.5 pro-spermatogonia, P0 pro-

spermatogonia, P7 KIT (�) spermatogonia, P7 KIT (+) spermato-

gonia, sperm, and MEFs [largely C57BL/6 background]) (Ko-

bayashi et al., 2013; Kubo et al., 2015). We analyzed the 5mC

levels in all CpG sites, across the genome-wide single-copy

loci (2-Kb non-overlapping windows), in promoters (sequences

0.9 Kb upstream and 0.4 Kb downstream of the transcription

start sites [TSSs] for 22,837 genes, which were classified into

high [11,932], intermediate [3,381], and low [7,524] CpG density

promoters [HCPs, ICPs, and LCPs, respectively] [Weber et al.,

2007]), and in non-promoter CpG islands (CGIs: exons [2,574],

introns [1,399], and intergenic regions [6,815]) (Illingworth et al.,

2010) (Figures S5A and S5B).

Genome-wide 5mC levels were similar between GSCLCs

(average: �81.7%) and GSCs (�80.7%) (Figure S5B; Table

S2). Figure 5A represents the 5mC-level tracks across chromo-

some 1 of the cell types analyzed: as reported previously (Ko-

bayashi et al., 2013; Kubo et al., 2015), PGCs at E10.5 and, in

particular, at E13.5, are depleted of the vast majority of 5mC

and exhibit an extremely low 5mC level. Pro-spermatogonia at

E16.5 gain a significant level of 5mC, except around the lam-

ina-associated domains (LADs) (Guelen et al., 2008), and pro-

spermatogonia at postnatal day (P) 0 show a nearly fully methyl-

ated pattern similar to spermatogonia at P7 that are (�) or (+) for

KIT and mature spermatozoa (Figure 5A).

Figure 3. Spermatogenesis and Fertile Offspring from GSCLCs

(A and B) Representative BF and AAG-fluorescence images of testes (A) or isolated seminiferous tubules (B) ofW/Wvmice 10weeks after transplantation of GSCs

(GSC1), d4 PGCLCs (only in A), and GSCLCs (GSCLC1, 4). The boxed area is magnified, revealing that AAG (+) cells were colonized only at the basal area of

seminiferous tubules. The dotted fluorescence seen in the d4 PGCLC transplant (second left, bottom) is autofluorescence. Histological sections stained by H&E

are shown in (B). Bar in (A), 1 mm; bars in (B), 100 mm (left) 50 mm (right).

(C) (top) GFP, GFRa1, and PLZF (left) or GFP, SCP, and PLZF (right) expression with DAPI and their merges in sections of seminiferous tubules of W/Wv mice

10 weeks after transplantation of GSCLCs (GSCLC1) or GSCs (GSC1). Bar, 50 mm. (bottom) Representative rates of seminiferous tubules with GFRa1 (+) (left) or

SCP3 (+) (right) cells among tubules colonized by transplanted GSCs (GSC1) or GSCLCs (GSCLC1, 4).

(D) BF (i, iii, v) and AAG-fluorescence (ii, iv, vi) images of spermatozoa (I, ii, v, vi) and spermatids (iii, iv) derived from GSCLC1 (i-iv) or GSCLC3 (v, vi). Bars in (ii, vi),

10 mm. Bar in (iv), 50 mm.

(E) Zygotes at pronuclear stages (i), 2-cell embryos (ii), offspring (iii, iv), and placenta (iii) produced by ICSI of GSCLC-derived spermatozoa.

(F) A fertile male offspring (agouti) from a GSCLC1-derived spermatozoon.

(G) Development of oocytes injected with spermatozoa derived from GSCLCs and GSCs.

See also Figure S3.
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d4 PGCLCs showed an average 5mC level of �50.5%, which

is higher than that of E10.5 and E13.5 PGCs (average: �16.2%

and �3.8%, respectively) (Figures 5A and S5B) (Kobayashi

et al., 2013; Shirane et al., 2016). Notably the overall configura-

tion of the methylome of d4 PGCLCs is similar to that of E10.5

PGCs, with relatively flat 5mC levels across the chromosome

(Figure 5A), indicating that d4 PGCLCs bear a methylome corre-

sponding to earlier PGCs, and such a configuration would repre-

sent the methylome in the middle of genome-wide DNA deme-

thylation (Shirane et al., 2016). In contrast, both GSCLCs and

GSCs showed methylation profiles similar to those of postnatal

spermatogenic cells with common low methylated regions

(LMRs) (Stadler et al., 2011) (Figure 5A). Thus, at a global level,

compared to PGCLCs/PGCs, GSCLCs and GSCs bear similar

DNAmethylomes both to each other and to postnatal spermato-

genic cells.

DNA Methylation at Regulatory Elements

On the other hand, GSCLCs showed 5mC levels consistently

higher than GSCs in promoters and non-promoter CGIs (Fig-

ure S5B). Accordingly, PCA of the 5mC profiles of promoters

and non-promoter CGIs clustered GSCLCs apart from GSCs

and postnatal spermatogenic cells (Figure S5C). Scatterplot

comparisons revealed that, while GSCs and KIT (�) spermato-

gonia at P7 showed similar 5mC-level distributions across

such regions (Figure S5D), GSCLCs bear promoters (particularly

LCPs) and non-promoter CGIs with higher 5mC levels than

GSCs (Figure S5D). Accordingly, while GSCLCs, GSCs, and

KIT (�) spermatogonia at P7 exhibited excellent correlation

with regard to the 5mC levels of all promoters, GSCLCs showed

divergence from GSCs and KIT (�) spermatogonia at P7 with re-

gard to the 5mC levels of differentially methylated promoters,

with GSCLC1 (with better spermatogenic activity) and 4 (with

no spermatogenic activity) showing better and worse correla-

tions, respectively (Figure 5B).

We identified the promoters and non-promoter CGIs having

differential 5mC levels (S 25%) between each GSCLC line and

the averages of GSCs, which revealed that differential methyl-

ation was mainly attributable to hyper-methylation in GSCLCs

and exhibited amodest overlap among the GSCLC lines (Figures

5C and S5D; Table S2). The hyper-methylated promoters in

GSCLCs constituted�3.0%–�5.4% of all promoters (Figure 5C;

Table S2) and enriched with genes for ‘‘signal transduction’’ and

‘‘immune system process,’’ whereas the hypo-methylated pro-

moters in GSCLCs were very minor (�0.2%–�0.5%) and were

enriched with those for ‘‘sensory perception of smell’’ (Fig-

ure S6A; Tables S2 and S3). Importantly, genes bearing hyper-

methylated promoters, but not non-promoter CGIs, in GSCLCs

(GSCLC � GSC S 25%) exhibited a significant tendency to be

repressed in GSCLCs (Figures 5D and S6B), and such genes

included Pou5f1 and genes critical for meiosis/transposon

repression through DNA methylation (Sohlh1, Dpep3, Tex19.1,

Tdrd9) (Ballow et al., 2006; Ollinger et al., 2008; Shoji et al.,

2009; Yoshitake et al., 2011) (Figures 5E and S6C). Genes

such as Spo11 (essential for meiosis [Baudat et al., 2000; Roma-

nienko and Camerini-Otero, 2000]) and Piwil1 (essential for sper-

miogenesis [Deng and Lin, 2002]), which showed no/low expres-

sion in GSCs and GSCLCs, also exhibited higher promoter

methylation in GSCLCs (Figures 5E and S6C).

We examined the methylation states of the differentially meth-

ylated regions (DMRs) of imprinted genes. While the DMRs of

paternally imprinted genes (H19, Rasgrf1, and Dlk1-Gtl2) were

properly methylated in all GSCLCs, some of the DMRs of mater-

nally imprinted genes exhibited aberrant methylation profiles:

while GSCLC1 and 4 showed apparently normal maternal im-

prints, GSCLC2 and 3 exhibited aberrant methylation in the

DMRs of Snrpn and Impact, and Peg1/Mest, Lit1/Kcnq1ot1,

Meg1/Grb10, and Impact, respectively (Figures 5F and S6D;

Table S4). We then examined the methylation profiles of the

transposons. In contrast to the other regulatory elements,

GSCLC2, 4, and to a lesser extent, 1, but not 3, exhibited

hypo-methylation in the promoters or long terminal repeats

(LTRs) of a number of long interspersed nuclear element 1 s

(LINE1s) or endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) 1, 2 (including intra-

cisternal A particles [IAPs]), and 3, respectively (Figures 5G and

S6E; Table S4). This may be a consequence of the repression of

Tex19.1 and Tdrd9 (Figures 4 and 5E), which are critical for trans-

poson repression through DNAmethylation of their regulatory el-

ements (Ollinger et al., 2008; Shoji et al., 2009). Consistently,

IAPs were de-repressed in GSCLC2 and 4 with the second

lowest and the lowest LTR methylation levels, and two classes

of LINE1s were de-repressed in GSCLC2 with the lowest pro-

moter methylation levels (Figure S6E). Collectively, these find-

ings show that GSCLC induction from PGCLCs entails line-

dependent mis-regulation, in particular, hyper-methylation, of a

fraction of regulatory elements that exhibit partial overlaps

among the GSCLC lines and such hyper-methylation leads to

the repression of associated genes.

Methylation Dynamics of Regulatory Elements
Vulnerable to Mis-regulation
We explored a potential cause of aberrant DNA methylation on

key regulatory elements during the derivation of GSCLCs. We

identified promoters that exhibited higher 5mC levels in all

GSCLCs compared to the averages of GSCs (GSCLCs �
GSCs S 25%, p < 0.01, Welch’s t test, 263 promoters) and

examined their methylation dynamics during male germ cell

Figure 4. Comparison of the Transcriptomes of GSCLCs and GSCs

(A–C) UHC (A) and PCA (B and C) of transcriptomes of the indicated cell types.

(D) (left, top) Pie graphs showing the numbers and percentages of DEGs (down in GSCLCs: blue; up in GSCLCs: orange) between each GSCLC line and the

averages of two GSC lines among genes expressed in GSCs/GSCLCs (9,073 genes: log2[RPM+1] >4 in at least one line). (left, bottom) Bar graphs showing the

overlap of DEGs between each GSCLC line and the averages of two GSC lines. The color coding is as indicated. (right) The list of genes commonly down (top)/up

(bottom)-regulated in all four GSCLCs and their GO enrichments are shown.

(E) Heatmap of the expression of the unions of genes up (left)/down (right)-regulated in GSCLCs and their GO enrichments with composite genes. The color

coding is as indicated.

See also Figure S4 and Table S1.
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development. The differentially methylated promoters exhibit

5mC-level distributions of from 0% to �75% in d4 PGCLCs

and show nearly complete demethylation in male germ cells at

E13.5 (Figure 6). During the differentiation of KIT (�) spermato-

gonia at P7, their 5mC levels, particularly those with higher

5mC levels in d4 PGCLCs, are elevated but remain relatively

low (average:�30.0%), and their 5mC levels in KIT (�) spermato-

gonia at P7 are similar to those in GSCs (average: �35.7%)

(Figure 6).

In contrast, such promoters exhibited relatively high 5mC

levels in GSCLCs (average: GSCLC1: �73.4%; 2: �75.9%; 3:

�81.6%; 4: �81.7%) (Figure 6). We generated a hypothetical

5mC-level plot in which the 5mC levels of these promoters

were shown as the simple sum of their levels in d4 PGCLCs

and GSCs, which resulted in a 5mC-level distribution pattern

(average: �82.2%) similar to those in GSCLCs (Figure 6). On

the other hand, for some of the promoters with relatively low

5mC levels in d4 PGCLCs, GSCLCs exhibited higher 5mC levels

than those determined in the hypothetical model (Figure 6).

These findings suggest that GSCLCs acquire higher 5mC levels

in a fraction of regulatory elements presumably due to a failure in

the DNA demethylation (reprogramming) and the suppression of

the elevation of DNA methylation levels (programming).

Heterogeneity among GSCLCs and GSCs
We evaluated the potential heterogeneity/clonality of GSCLCs in

comparison to that of GSCs by analyzing their single-cell tran-

scriptomes, which are the culmination of their epigenetic states.

We generated single-cell cDNAs fromGSCLC1 (with better sper-

matogenic activity) and 4 (with no spermatogenic activity), and

from GSC1 and 2, and analyzed those with sufficient quality by

single-cell 3-prime RNA sequencing (SC3-seq) (30, 24, 29, and

24 single cells for GSCLC1, 4, GSC1, and 2, respectively) (Fig-

ures S7A–S7C) (Nakamura et al., 2015). The DEGs between

GSCLCs and GSCs identified by the population-level analyses

were represented appropriately in single-cell cDNAs from

GSCLCs and GSCs (Figures 7A and S7D). Accordingly, both

UHC and PCA revealed that single cells from GSC1 and 2 gener-

ated intermingled clusters, whereas single cells from GSCLC1

and 4 contributed to separate clusters, with single cells from

GSCLC1 generating a cluster closer to those of GSCs (Figures

7B and 7C).

To quantify the extent of heterogeneity among single cells, we

calculated the variances of the expression levels of individual

genes among single cells from GSCLCs and GSCs. This analysis

revealed that the distributions of such variances were similar

among GSCLCs and GSCs (Figure 7D). Statistical analyses

(Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Bonferroni correction) revealed

that due to large numbers of genes analyzed, the distribution

of gene-expression variances in GSC1 turned out to be different

from that in GSC2 (p = 8.93 10�6), but, importantly, not different

from that in GSCLC1 (p > 0.1) (Figure 7D). Furthermore, the gene-

expression variance inGSCLC4was the smallest among those in

GSCs and GSCLCs (Figure 7D), indicating that the heterogeneity

of GSCLCs is not larger than that of GSCs.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that PGCLCs induced from ESCs can differen-

tiate into spermatogonia-like cells in reconstituted testes and

are then propagated as GSCLCs (Figure 7E). GSCLCs differ

from PGCLCs in terms of their transcriptome, DNA methylome,

and most critically, capacity for undergoing spermatogenesis

in adult testes (Figures 3, 4, and 5). Our system therefore repre-

sents a stepwise reconstitution of the male germ cell differentia-

tion pathway in vitro, realizing the induction of a stable cell line

with SSC function from PSCs (Figure 7E). Compared to GSCs

derived from neonatal testes, GSCLCs exhibited a limited ca-

pacity for spermatogenesis (Figure 3). GSCLCs bore hyper-

methylation in a fraction of promoters and regulatory elements,

including at genes critical for meiosis/spermatogenesis and

several DMRs of maternally imprinted genes (Figure 5), and

such hyper-methylation in promoters is correlated with the

repression of associated genes (Figure 5). The observed

Figure 5. Comparison of the DNA Methylomes of GSCLCs and GSCs

(A) The 5mC-level tracks across chromosome 1 in the indicated cell types (this study and Kobayashi et al., 2013; Kubo et al., 2015; Shirane et al., 2016). The

distributions of CGIs, LADs, and genes are shown at the bottom. PSG, pro-spermatogonia; SG, spermatogonia.

(B) Heatmap of the correlation coefficients among the indicated cells based on the 5mC levels of all promoters (left) or the 5mC levels of differentially methylated

promoters (promoters with S 25% 5mC-level differences among GSCLCs/GSCs/ KIT (�) spermatogonia at P7; 2,706 promoters) (right). The color coding is as

indicated.

(C) (top) Pie graphs showing the numbers and percentages of differentially methylated promoters (down in GSCLCs: blue; up: orange) between each GSCLC line

and the averages of two GSC lines among all promoters (23,444 promoters). (bottom) Bar graphs showing the overlap of differentially methylated promoters. The

color coding is as indicated.

(D) (left) Scatterplots for the relationship of gene-expression differences (log2[RPM+1]) with promoter 5mC-level differences (%5mC levels: gray, <25%; pink,

S 25%) between GSCLC1 and the averages of two GSC lines. The numbers of the genes (log2[RPM+1] >4 in at least one line) are indicated. (right) Boxplots

[the averages (horizontal lines), 25th and 75th percentiles (boxes), and fifth and 95th percentiles (error bars)] of gene-expression differences (log2[RPM+1])

between each GSCLC line and the averages of two GSC lines of genes with promoter 5mC-level differences of <25% (gray) and of S 25% (red). The latter

genes exhibited significant repression (*Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, p < 0.01).

(E) Promoter 5mC levels (%5mC) and expression levels (log2 [RPM+1]) of the indicated genes in the indicated cell types. SDs of the two biological replicates are

shown as bars for expression levels. *Statistically significant promoter 5mC-level (Welch’s t test [paired], p < 0.01) or expression-level differences (Welch’s t test

[one sided], p < 0.05) between GSCLCs and GSCs.

(F) Heatmap of the 5mC levels in the gametic DMRs of maternally or paternally imprinted genes in the indicated cell types. The color coding is as indicated.

(G) Scatterplot comparisons of the 5mC levels in the indicated loci betweenGSCLCs andGSCs. The color coding is as indicated. *Statistically significant LINE1 50

UTR or IAP LTR 5mC-level differences (50 UTR or LTRwithS 50%of 5mC levels,Welch’s t test [paired], p < 0.01) betweenGSCLCs andGSCs. GSAT_MM,major

satellites; SATMIN, minor satellites.

See also Figures S5 and S6 and Tables S2, S3, and S4.
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hyper-methylation may be a combinatorial consequence of an

incomplete genome-wide DNA demethylation and aberrant

DNA methylation during differentiation of PGCLCs into sper-

matogonia-like cells in reconstituted testes (Figures 6 and 7E),

the clarification of which warrants future investigation.

Despite partially aberrant epigenetic properties of GSCLCs

(Figures 5 and 6), the offspring from spermatozoa derived from

GSCLCs appeared grossly normal and fertile (Figure 3). Since

GSCLCs bear a heterogeneity/clonality similar to GSCs (Fig-

ure 7), the spermatogenesis and subsequent embryogenesis

following fertilization would be a process that tolerates, to

some extent, the epigenetic abnormalities, including those in

some imprinted genes, of the founding cell population. The

mechanism by which epigenotypes that are compatible with

normal development and physiology are segregated during

spermatogenesis from GSCLCs requires further investigation,

including genome-wide DNA methylation analyses of GSCLC-

derived spermatocytes, spermatids, and spermatozoa, ideally

at single-cell resolution. Alternatively, aberrant epigenotypes

might be nullified by epigenetic reprogramming in pre-implanta-

tion development (Lee et al., 2014; Saitou et al., 2012). The

possibility that GSCLC-derived offspring bear certain abnormal-

ities through trans-generational epigenetic inheritance (Heard

and Martienssen, 2014) will also require rigorous investigation.

Indeed, our system should serve as a unique basis for mecha-

nistic studies on trans-generational epigenetic inheritance

through the male germline.

In reconstituted ovaries, a majority of PGCLCs interact with

ovarian somatic cells and exhibit robust proliferation, epigenetic

reprogramming, and entry into meiosis (Hayashi et al., 2012;

Hikabe et al., 2016), whereas in reconstituted testes, PGCLCs

initially tended to cluster by themselves and only a fraction of

them were successfully incorporated into seminiferous tubule-

like structures to go on to form spermatogonia-like cells (Figures

1 and S1). Considering that genome-wide DNA demethylation in

PGCs appears to be mediated largely through replication-

coupled passive demethylation (Kagiwada et al., 2013; Seisen-

berger et al., 2012; Shirane et al., 2016; Yamaguchi et al.,

2012), under the present conditions for reconstituted testes, an

initial interaction of PGCLCs with testicular somatic cells for their

appropriate proliferation for genome-wide DNA demethylation

may not be optimal, and prior to such an event, signals

E10.5 PGC

GSCLC1 GSCLC2 GSCLC3 GSCLC4

GSCs

E13.5 PGC E16.5 PSG P0 PSG

P7 Kit– SG P7 Kit+ SG Sperm

(d4PGCLC + GSC)

All promoters
GSCLCs ≥ GSCs by 25 % (263 genes)
Imprint, paternal
Imprint, maternal
d4PGCLC + GSCs

0
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100 %

0
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100 %
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%mC, d4PGCLC

%
m
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Figure 6. The 5mC-Level Dynamics during Male Germ Cell Development and GSCLC/GSC Derivation

Scatterplot comparisons of promoter 5mC levels between d4PGCLCs and the indicated cell types. Differentially methylated promoters between GSCLCs and

GSCs (GSCLCs � GSCsS 25%, Welch’s t test [paired]: p < 0.01, 263 promoters) are highlighted by red dots. The simple sum of their levels in d4 PGCLCs and

GSCs is shown by green dots (second row, right). The other color coding is as indicated.

See also Figures S5 and S6.
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reinforcing the androgenetic epigenome may be provided, re-

sulting in the hyper-methylation of a fraction of key regulatory el-

ements. Consistent with this idea, endogenous PGCs at E12.5,

which have almost completed genome-wide DNA demethylation

(Kobayashi et al., 2013; Seisenberger et al., 2012), underwent

differentiation into PLZF (+) spermatogonia-like cells (and most

likely into SCP3 (+) spermatocytes) more efficiently than

PGCLCs (Figures 1 and S1). Thus, an improvement of culture

conditions for reconstituted testes, e.g., by using an appropriate

intermediate index for epigenetic reprogramming/proper male

germ cell development, or separate culture for PGCLCs for the

completion of genome-wide DNA demethylation combined

with reconstituted testes, might lead to an induction of sper-

matogonia-like cells and GSCLCs with better function. Com-

bined with an emerging system for ex vivo maturation of sper-

matogonia/SSCs into spermatozoa (Komeya et al., 2016; Sato

et al., 2011), such improvements would lead to the production

of spermatozoa from PSCs entirely in culture.

During the course of this study, it was reported that d6

PGCLCs—when co-cultured with cells dissociated from testes

of neonatalW/Wv mice and provided with appropriate cytokines

and hormones—entered into and then completed meiosis

within 2 weeks and resultant spermatid-like cells contributed to

apparently normal offspring (Zhou et al., 2016). Moreover, hu-

man fibroblasts were directly induced into haploid cells by over-

expression of a combination of transcription factors (PRDM1,

PRDM14), translational regulators (LIN28A, DAZL, DDX4) and a

component of the synaptonemal complex (SCP3) (Medrano

et al., 2016). Our study points to the importance of epigenetic

regulation—i.e., genome-wide DNA demethylation followed by

appropriate installment of the androgenetic epigenome—for

the induction of PGCLCs into spermatogonia-like cells and

GSCLCs with proper function. Thus, we consider that the epige-

netic landscape of the cells reported in these studies (Medrano

et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016) will require further investigation

(Saitou and Miyauchi, 2016).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All animal experiments were performed under the ethical guidelines of Kyoto

University. The experimental procedures for animals, fluorescence-activated

Cell Sorting (FACS), magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS), transplantation

of PGCLCs and GSCLCs into testes, intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)

and round spermatid injection (ROSI), histology and Immunofluorescence (IF)

analysis, alkaline phosphatase (AP) staining, karyotype analysis, qPCR, com-

bined bisulfite restriction analysis (COBRA), RNA-seq analysis, mapping reads

of RNA-seq, and conversion to gene expression levels, data analysis of the

RNA-seq, whole-genome bisulfite analysis (WGBS), processing, mapping

and conversion of the data for bisulfite sequencing, annotation of promoters,

non-promoter CGIs, repetitive elements, and imprint DMRs, analysis of DNA

methylation in single-copy genomic loci, promoters, and non-promoter CGIs,

analysis of published WGBS data, and antibodies/primers/oligonucleotides

used in this study are available in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Culture of ESCs and Induction of PGCLCs

ESCs bearing the AAG transgenes (C57BL/6 3 129/SvJcl) (Ohta et al., 2000)

were cultured in N2B27 medium with 2i (PD0325901: 0.4 mM [Stemgent];

CHIR99021: 3 mM [Stemgent]) and LIF (1,000 U/mL) on wells coated with

poly-L-ornithine and laminin (20 ng/mL) (Hayashi et al., 2011; Hayashi and Sai-

tou, 2013; Ying et al., 2008). Epiblast-like cells (EpiLCs) were induced from

1.03 105 ESCs on thewells of a 12-well plate coatedwith human plasma fibro-

nectin (16.7 g/mL) in EpiLC medium (N2B27 containing activin A [20 ng/mL],

bFGF [12 ng/mL], and knockout serum replacement [KSR] [1%] [Thermo Fisher

Scientific]). The EpiLCmediumwas changed every day. PGCLCswere induced

from2.03103EpiLCs under a floating condition in a low-cell-bindingU-bottom

96-well Lipidure-Coat Plate in PGCLC medium (GMEM [Invitrogen] with 15%

KSR, 0.1 mM NEAA, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol,

100 U/mL penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM L-glutamine with

BMP4 [500 ng/mL] [R&D Systems], LIF [1,000 U/mL] [Invitrogen], SCF

[100 ng/mL] [R&D Systems], and EGF [50 ng/mL] [R&D Systems] for 4–6 days).

Generation and Culture of Reconstituted Testes

The d4 PGCLCs collected by FACS (10,000 cells/reconstituted testis) (see

fluorescence-activated cell sorting) were aggregated with somatic cells of

E12.5 gonads (ICR) collected by MACS (40,000 cells/ reconstituted testis)

(see magnetic-activated cell sorting) under a floating condition in a low-cell-

binding U-bottom 96-well Lipidure-Coat Plate in a-MinimumEssential Medium

(a-MEM) (Invitrogen) containing 10% KSR (37�C, 5% CO2). After floating cul-

ture for 2 days, the aggregates were transferred to wells of a Falcon Permeable

Support for 24-Well Plates with a 0.4 mm transparent PET membrane (Corning)

using a glass capillary. Each well was supplemented with 350 mL of aMEM-

10%KSR for a gas-liquid interphase culture (Sato et al., 2011). The medium

was changed every week.

Derivation of GSCLCs from Reconstituted Testes and of GSCs from

Neonatal Testes

Reconstituted testes were soaked in the dissociation buffer (DMEM containing

dispase [1 mg/mL] [Invitrogen] and hyaluronidase [1 mg/mL] [Sigma, H3506])

for 10 min and then incubated with 0.05% Trypsin-0.53 mM EDTA for 15 min

with periodic pipetting (every 5 min), which was quenched in DMEM with

10% FBS, followed by dissociation into single cells by rigorous pipetting.

The cell suspension was centrifuged at 1,200 rpm for 5 min and the superna-

tant was removed. The cell pellet was suspended in the GSC/GSCLC culture

medium with growth factors (see below), and the cells were plated on a 0.1%

(w/v) gelatin-coated culture plate (the cells/reconstituted testis were trans-

ferred to one 24-well plate). The somatic cells were removed as much as

possible by repeated passages every 12 hr, as somatic cells bind more easily

to the culture plate. After two or three passages, the remaining AAG (+) cells

were transferred onto plates with MEFs in GSC/GSCLC medium with growth

factors (see below). We noted that, when more than approximately 1 3 103

AAG (+) cells/well were plated, GSCLC colonies were expanded during the first

2 weeks. When GSCLC colonies of more than approximately 500 mm in diam-

eter developed, they were passaged into a newwell and the GSCLC lines were

established after approximately 2 months. The control GSC lines were derived

Figure 7. Single-Cell Transcriptome Analyses of GSCLCs and GSCs

(A) Expression levels of the indicated genes in the indicated cell types analyzed at the single-cell (boxplots) or population (green squares) levels. 30 (GSCLC1), 24

(GSCLC4), 29 (GSC1), and 24 (GSC2) single cells were analyzed. In boxplots, themedian (horizontal lines), 25th and 75th percentiles (boxes), and the outlier points

(>2 SDs, error bars), and the values for each cell are indicated.

(B and C) UHC (B) and PCA (C) of single-cell transcriptomes of GSCLCs and GSCs. The color coding is as indicated.

(D) The distributions of the variances of the expression levels of individual genes (numbers indicated) among indicated single cells. The differences of the variance

distributions compared to those of GSC1 are analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Bonferroni correction and the p values are shown.

(E) A model for the relationship between male germ cell development in vivo and in vitro, with reference to DNA methylation reprogramming/programming in

promoters.

See also Figure S7 and Table S5.
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from neonatal testes at P7 (129/Sv 3 C57BL/6 with AAG) by using essentially

the same procedure.

Themedium for GSCs/GSCLCs culture was as described in Kanatsu-Shino-

hara et al. (2003) with some modifications: StemPro-34 SFM (Invitrogen) was

supplemented with StemPro supplement (Invitrogen), 1% FBS, 1 3 Gluta-

MAX-I(Invitrogen), 1 3 minimal essential medium (MEM) Vitamin Solution

(Sigma), 5 mg/mL AlbuMAX-II (Invitrogen), 5 3 10�5 M 2-mercaptoethanol,

1 3 MEM nonessential amino acid solution (Invitrogen), 30 mg/mL pyruvic

acid, 1 3 ITS-G (Invitrogen), 100 U/mL penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin,

and growth factors (recombinant rat GDNF [10 ng/mL] [R&D Systems], human

bFGF [10 ng/mL] [Invitrogen], LIF/ESGRO [103 U/mL] [Invitrogen], and mouse

EGF [20 ng] [Invitrogen]).
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